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autoguider calculator v4 00 ccdware - autoguider calculator instructions autoguider image scale it is important that your
image scale is very accurate the best way to determine your image scale is to take an image with the autoguider un binned
and do a plate solve to resolve the actual image scale, orion 52064 starshoot autoguider amazon com - product
description the orion starshoot autoguider s sensor is a high resolution 1 2 format 1 3 megapixel cmos monochrome chip
with 5 2 micro x 5 2 micro pixels for highly accurate guiding, lacerta mgen ii the sensitive standalone autoguider - drift
alignment scheiner method setting up your mount and make a very accurate polar alignment in just a few minutes with a
digital application of the scheiner method drift alignment, amazon com customer reviews orion awesome autoguider find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for orion awesome autoguider refractor telescope package at amazon com
read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users, orion sirius eq g equatorial mount for telescopes extras - for
sale is my orion sirius eq g german equatorial mount with lots of extras some rare stuff i m only selling it because i upgraded
to a mount that s a level up from this one, digital slr astrophotography between the first and - the second decade of dslr
astrophotography my personal approach a point of strategy mirrorless ilcs too more sources of advanced dslr information
the most important tips that aren t in my 2007 book image acquisition what are lights darks flats flat darks and bias frames
exposure times and iso settings how dslr spectral response compares with film this is the decade of the equatorial mount,
herky jerky guiding in dec dslr digital camera astro - herky jerky guiding in dec posted in dslr digital camera astro
imaging processing ive had a problem with guiding in declination that i just cant overcome im hoping someone here can
crack the code when im guiding my mount will not respond to dec guiding commands until the guide star has drifted about 4
arcseconds from its lock position, messier 42 and messier 43 derbyastronomy org - messier 42 ngc 1976 and messier
43 ngc 1982 the great nebula in orion emission nebulae in orion ra 05h 35m 30s dec 05d 21m 30s back to the messier
index, building a deep sky astrophotography kit from the ground up - i am often asked for my opinion on the best route
to take when it comes to building a deep sky astrophotography kit for the first time a popular option for many night sky
enthusiasts is to start with a dslr camera and telescope and i can understand why, deep sky with your dslr
astrophotography sky telescope - getting started in dslr astrophotography has never been easier by michael a covington
in the sky telescope june 2012 issue there s no question that digital single lens reflex cameras dslrs, observatory for a c14
get the credit you deserve no - introduction this page will document the construction of my backyard observatory this is a
project i had wanted to do since the summer of 1975 a variety of factors mainly lack of cash and a suitable location caused
the 30 year delay in starting this project, celestron nexstar 6se 150mm f 10 schmidt cassegrain goto - rated 5 out of 5 by
norwegian customer from when net observation time matters buying a scope is never easy many considerations must
become reconciled one of the easiest to forget is time many scopes end up stuffed away because the process of setting
them up is too time consuming compared to most of its competitors preparing celestron s nexstar for a session under a
starry sky is child s play
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